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Summary
The interactive visualization of large biological as-
semblies poses a number of challenging problems, in-
cluding the development of multiresolution representa-
tions and new interaction methods for navigating and
analyzing these complex systems. An additional chal-
lenge is the development of flexible software environ-
ments that will facilitate the integration and interopera-
tion of computational models and techniques from a
wide variety of scientific disciplines. In this paper, we
present a component-based software development
strategy centered on the high-level, object-oriented,
interpretive programming language: Python. We pre-
sent several software components, discuss their in-
tegration, and describe some of their features that are
relevant to the visualization of large molecular as-
semblies. Several examples are given to illustrate the
interoperation of these software components and the
integration of structural data from a variety of experi-
mental sources. These examples illustrate how com-
bining visual programming with component-based
software development facilitates the rapid prototyp-
ing of novel visualization tools.
Introduction
Recent advances in cryoelectron microscopes (cry-
oEM), automated image acquisition, and image pro-
cessing offer the potential of near-atomic resolution (3–5
angstroms) of large molecular assemblies by cryoEM
methods (Subramaniam and Milne, 2004). As a conse-
quence of these advances in experimental techniques,
we have recently witnessed a rapid increase of the
number of large molecular complexes that have be-
come available in the Protein Data Bank (Berman et al.,
2000). The transition from studying small molecular
systems in isolation toward the study of molecular sys-
tems in complex environments, potentially as large as
a complete cell, creates numerous new computational
challenges. For molecular systems comprising millions
of atoms (viral capsids, molecular motors, ribosomes,
etc.) it is not practical or even possible to store each
atom in memory explicitly. However, the study of local
interactions requires this level of detail. Hence, novel
computational and visual representations of molecular
systems are needed.
These problems can be addressed using hierarchical
levels of abstractions and navigation tools which help
in interactively exploring such assemblies and their*Correspondence: sanner@scripps.edu
1Lab address: http://www.scripps.edu/~sanner/softwareoverall architecture. The investigation of specific in-
teractions requires the ability to increase the level of
detail to the atomic level as we zoom in on a particular
region. Similar challenges are found in disciplines such
as database visualization, navigation in virtual cities, or
the visualization of large CAD/CAM models, and the so-
lutions are likely to rely on computational techniques
developed in a variety of fields. Designing computa-
tional environments capable of integrating hetero-
geneous models spanning a wide range of biological
scales and allowing the interoperation of a variety of
multidisciplinary computational techniques further ac-
centuates the software and data integration problems
that we are already facing today.
Fortunately, progress has been made to address
these challenges. Our laboratory has explored the use
of symmetry operators for building molecular assem-
blies (Macke et al., 1998) and multiresolution represen-
tations of protein shapes and properties (Duncan and
Olson, 1995a, 1995c). More recently, techniques taking
advantage of the new programmable graphics cards for
displaying multiresolution models of large assemblies
have been developed (Bajaj et al., 2004). However,
these exploratory techniques are typically not available
in widely used molecular visualization software.
To further our understanding of large and complex
macromolecular assemblies, we need a flexible soft-
ware infrastructure that will facilitate the exploration of
a variety of representations and interaction methods in
order to identify the most effective ones. In addition,
this infrastructure should facilitate the incorporation of
new computational methods as they become available
and support their interoperation. This means that com-
putational methods should be developed as software
components, rather than stand-alone programs, so that
they can ultimately be used as part of a larger workflow.
Unfortunately, most of the currently available biological
simulation and analysis software has been developed
with the goal of answering specific biological questions
(e.g., how does this molecule’s conformation change
over time in a given force field? How do these two
molecules interact?). This has lead to “monolithic” pro-
grams in which the parts of the code dealing with each
computational subtask are not independent of one an-
other. Even programs implemented in object-oriented
languages such as C++ or Java can suffer from this
problem, because compiled languages do not promote
compartmentalization. Software components written in
compiled languages require the writing of a “main”
function whose sole purpose is to ascertain if this com-
ponent compiles independently. This is rarely done, and
the potential dependencies between components in a
compiled program only appear when components need
to be reused or replaced. This difficulty in extracting
and reusing components leads to the frequent reimple-
mentation of software that performs the same tasks,
and to programs which are difficult to maintain and to
extend.
A growing number of molecular visualization soft-
ware packages provide an application program inter-
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448face (API), allowing the embedding of third party com- n
putational methods and are therefore extendable. How- m
ever, this approach imposes one particular software a
framework upon users, and often computational meth- (
ods added to such frameworks are not easily reused in s
other software environments. We refer to these pro- m
grams as “application centric,” as the framework is an e
application. t
In addition to extendability, the software infrastruc- s
ture should allow users to combine available computa- b
tional methods in new and unanticipated ways. Inter- o
rogative visualization, in which the data are viewed to
gain insight into a problem, is an inherently iterative w
process. A particular view might raise new questions s
that prompt different visual representations or simula- t
tions to be performed. It is impossible for a pro- d
grammer to foresee all the possible ways in which a t
user might want to combine computational methods. p
Hence, it is desirable that the software infrastructure o
empowers the domain scientists with the ability to c
combine software components and interactively recon- o
figure the computational workflow, without having to r
learn a programming language. s
Such a goal can be achieved using visual program- m
ming environments. Here, users build computational
networks by graphically connecting the input and out- R
put ports of computational nodes. Visual programming
environments such as AVS from AVS Inc. (Upson et al., I
1989), Iris Explorer (2003), SCIRun (Parker, 1999), and v
OpenDX (IBM, 2002) have been used for their ability to v
encapsulate computational methods into nodes that a
can be shared with other users, and because they allow i
nonprogrammers to create new computational net- n
works. However, these environments also fall into the n
application centric category and often place serious re- l
strictions on the user. In particular, nodes developed
for one of these environments can only be used within V
that particular program. f
Over the past five years, we have developed a “lan-
Tguage-centric” approach to software development
u(Sanner, 1999, 2005) in which the framework is the high-
ylevel, interpretive language Python (Lutz and Asher,
W1999). The software we developed is written as exten-
tsions to the Python language. This approach promotes
ncompartmentalization and enables the reuse of these
icomponents (or extensions) in any program written in
fPython, or that has an embedded Python interpreter.
oWe have found that Python provides a powerful glue
sfor assembling computational components and, at the
tsame time, a flexible language for interactive scripting
pof applications. While Python has excellent support for
vseamlessly integrating code written in compiled lan-
vguages such as C, C++, or FORTRAN (SWIG), we found
sthat many components are not time critical and there-
fore can be written in Python with no noticeable impact
won execution performance. The advantage of these
icomponents is that they are platform independent.
tSo far, we have implemented more than 20 software
icomponents, half of which are implemented in the Py-
tthon programming language, while the others wrap C
dor C++ libraries. The 10 software components written
fin Python amount to over 220,000 lines of code and
mdefine close to 1400 classes. We have created several
stand-alone applications from these software compo- gents, including PMV (Sanner, 1999), a fully-fledged
olecular visualization and analysis environment; ADT,
front end to the automated docking code AutoDock
Morris et al., 1998); Vision, (Sanner et al., 2002), a vi-
ual programming environment; and PyARTK, an aug-
ented reality application for structural biology (Gillet
t al., 2004a, 2004b). These applications have been dis-
ributed to over 9000 users so far and the underlying
oftware components have been reused beyond the
oundary of our laboratory and outside the field of bi-
logy.
In this paper, we describe a component-based soft-
are environment that supports the interactive and vi-
ual combination of computational nodes into networks
hat correspond to algorithms coded at a high level. We
escribe several software components developed for
he visualization of biological molecules and discuss
articular features that are relevant to the visualization
f very large complexes. We also present several appli-
ations of this software that demonstrate the flexibility
f the proposed approach and its ability to support the
apid prototyping and implementation of novel repre-
entations and interaction techniques for studying
acromolecular assemblies.
esults and Discussion
n this section, we present the visual programming en-
ironment Vision and demonstrate, in the context of the
isualization of large molecular assemblies, how it en-
bles the rapid and intuitive integration of functionality
mplemented in several independent software compo-
ents. We also describe several other software compo-
ents that are relevant to the visualization of large mo-
ecular assemblies.
ision: A Software Component
or Visual Programming
he AVS data-flow visualization environment has been
sed for scientific visualization at TSRI for over 15
ears (Sheehan et al., 1996; Duncan and Olson, 1995b).
hile AVS is extendable and allows a nonprogrammer
o create simple programs in the form of computational
etworks, it is application centric. The lack of a script-
ng language, the lack of control over the execution
low, and the constraining data types proved to be seri-
us handicaps for advanced use. When we shifted our
oftware development from AVS to the Python-cen-
ered approach, we gained a tremendous amount of
rogrammability, flexibility, and reusability, but lost the
isual programming capability. This prompted the de-
elopment of Vision, a Python software component
upporting the visual-programming paradigm.
Vision was designed to provide nonprogrammers
ith an intuitive interface for building networks describ-
ng new computational pipelines and novel visualiza-
ions of data (Figure 1). Its graphical user interface was
ntentionally designed to look and feel like AVS to facili-
ate its adoption by TSRI scientists. However, the un-
erlying architecture has a number of fundamental dif-
erences, including no restrictive data types or data
odels, interactive programmability at runtime, and a
eneral purpose, high-level, interpreted language at the
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449Figure 1. Vision: A Visual Programming Environment
(A) Vision nodes are organized in libraries which can be loaded at run time. (B) Nodes can be placed onto a canvas and connected to create
computational networks. This particular network reads the polio virus coat protein (2plv.pdb), and passes it into a macro node (C) that
generates a line representation for covalent bonds between C, N, and C-α atoms. The vertices of the line representation are colored using a
blue to red ramp according to the X coordinates of the atom centers (“Extract Atom Properties” nodes extracting coords [0] for each atom).
The line geometry is output by the macro and displayed using a “Viewer” node. The “Icosahedral1” node is a macro node (D), which combines
point symmetry operators to create 60 matrices describing the icosahedral arrangement of the protomer in a vial capsid. These matrices are
used to duplicate the line geometry 60 times to form a complete capsid. A “Translate” node inserted between the “5-fold” and the “3-fold”
nodes allows translating each pentamer along its 5-fold axis. The “IcosCage” macro node provides vertices, edges, and faces describing an
icosahedron. These are used to display spheres, cylinders, and triangles outlining the icosahedral symmetry. (E) Clicking with the right mouse
button on items in the network displays object-sensitive menus. Here, the menus are displayed for an output port and for a node. (F) The
node editor allows the inspection and modification of the function executed by a node. Here, the node editor was started on the “Read
Molecule” node. (G) The interactive 3D camera corresponding to the “Viewer” node. (I) Architectural view of Vision. Nested boxes denote
dependencies between packages. Note that most libraries of nodes depend on other Python packages which are independent of Vision.
Boxes with red backgrounds are packages containing platform-dependent code written in C or C++.
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450heart of the system providing powerful scripting capa- a
bilities. The key difference with other visual program- m
ming environments is architectural. While Vision can be o
used as a stand-alone application as shown in Figure a
1, it was designed as a software component. Hence, it K
is reusable in any application running a Python inter- d
preter. o
We have demonstrated this ability by integrating Vi- t
sion with our molecular visualization program PMV t
(Stoffler et al., 2003). In Vision, computational methods n
are exposed as “nodes” which are grouped into librar- o
ies (Figure 1A) such as “Standard,” “MolKit,” and “3D b
Visualization.” Nodes can be placed onto a canvas and t
their input and output ports can be connected (Figure o
1B). This can be done using in a drag-and-drop fashion o
using the mouse, or programming. Nodes in Vision net- p
works can be colored according to the library they orig- a
inated from. The connections between the nodes de- w
fine a directed graph that is used to propagate data
between nodes. Nodes typically execute when they re- d
ceive new data. Subnetworks can be encapsulated into n
macro nodes (Figures 1C and 1D), allowing the recur- p
sive nesting of networks. Tool tips and balloon help t
provide runtime information about the function, input, i
and output ports of nodes. Data flowing through nodes c
can be monitored interactively (Figure 1E). Input and w
output ports can optionally specify a data type which s
is reflected in the port’s graphical representation, pro- l
viding helpful visual hints for connecting the proper s
outputs with the proper inputs. Data types are also t
used to validate data flowing through the network. If no s
type is provided, the port accepts any Python object.
Networks and their configuration parameters can be a
saved in a file as Python code that can be executed “
later to restore the networks from the file. This ap- w
proach provides a flexible and general-purpose pro- e
gramming language for describing networks, while f
avoiding the choice or definition of a network file for- s
mat. The network restoration mechanism is fault toler- w
ant, allowing loading of networks in which some parts e
are broken. This is an important feature given that soft- a
ware inevitably evolves, leading to the potential obso-
lescence of parts of networks in older projects. SAnother unique feature of Vision is that new nodes
Ware easy to create. The simplicity of the Python lan-
eguage makes writing a new node for Vision much easier
afor casual programmers than it is in C or C++ based
usystems. New nodes can be created interactively dur-
ting a session using the node editor (Figure 1F). In this
beditor, new ports are added with the click of a mouse
cbutton and the only Python code that needs to be writ-
(ten is the node’s computational function. This editor
aalso enables users to inspect the implementation of a
anode and modify it interactively without having to re-
(compile or quit the application. The node editor shown
5in Figure 1F was started for the “Read Molecule” node.
IThe code of this node demonstrates how Vision pro-
bmotes the separation between the visual programming
“environment and the computational methods exposed
tas nodes in Vision. The Python function “doit” associ-
cated with the Read Molecule node receives a filename
das a string from the input port of the node (in this node
pthe value comes from a widget bound to the port) and
uses the Read function from the MolKit Python pack- tge to read the file and build an object representing the
olecules read from the file. This object is then output
n the node’s output port. The node merely serves as
n adaptor to expose a functionality provided by Mol-
it, thus allowing MolKit to remain completely indepen-
ent of the Vision environment. In fact, most libraries
f Vision nodes expose functionality from packages
hat are independent of Vision, as shown in the archi-
ectural diagram of Vision (Figure 1I). The only library of
odes which does not expose functionality from an-
ther Python software component is the Standard li-
rary. This library contains nodes exposing Python syn-
actical elements such as “range” which creates a list
f values, or the “iterate” node which allows looping
ver a list of objects in a network, etc. This library also
rovides nodes for the input of simple data types such
s floats, integers, strings and filenames, and simple
idgets (dials, entries, file browsers, etc.).
The combination of the visual programming para-
igm and the ability to interactively inspect and edit
odes written in a high-level language creates an un-
recedented number of levels at which users can in-
eract with the program. It also creates an easy and
ncremental way for nonexpert users to increase their
omputational skills. Scientists can begin by using net-
orks created by others. As they grow familiar with Vi-
ion, they can start modifying existing networks and
ater, create their own. If they learn the basics of Python
cripting they will be able to customize existing nodes
o their needs and ultimately learn to write nodes from
cratch.
To date, several libraries of nodes exposing function-
lity of several Python packages are available including
3D Visualization,” “volume,” and “SymServer” which
e will describe in more detail below, and Molkit,
xposing functionality from the MolKit Python package
or reading, writing, and manipulating molecules. In the
ection called “Applications,” we provide examples in
hich we use Vision to rapidly design, prototype, and
valuate novel representations of complex molecular
ssemblies.
ymServ: The Symmetry Server
e have implemented a set of Python objects for gen-
rating point symmetry transformations. These objects
re available as a library in the vision environment (Fig-
re 1A) and allow the creation of streams of transforma-
ion matrices known as instance matrices, which can
e assigned to any geometry in the 3D scene to dupli-
ate this geometry in various locations of the scene
see the section on DejaVu below). This library provides
macro node defining the 60 matrices needed to cre-
te an icosahedral viral capsid in a standard orientation
Figure 1D). The matrices are obtained by nesting a
-fold, a 3-fold, and three 2-fold symmetry operators.
n the network in Figure 1B, these matrices are output
y the macro node “Icosahedral1” and passed into the
Lines Macro” node (Figures 1B and 1C) node where
hey are set as instance matrices for the lines geometry
reated by the “IndexedPolylines” node, leading to the
isplay of 60 copies of the line representation of the
olio virus coat protein (2plv.pdb) (Figure 1G). Building
he 60 matrices using a network of symmetry operators
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enables inserting additional transformations in the
pipeline. Figure 1D shows a “Translate” node inserted
between the “5-fold” and the “3-fold” nodes. After set-
ting the translation vector in the parameter panel of this
node (Figure 1H) to match the 5-fold axis, it is possible
to translate each pentamer along its 5-fold axis using
the thumbwheel labeled “vector length.” A value of 30
was used to create the exploded view of the capsid
(Figure 1G). If the amplitude of the translation is result-
ing from a calculation rather than specified by a user,
one can simply unbind the thumbwheel widget cur-
rently bound to this parameter which then becomes vis-
ible as an input port on the node. The “IcosCage”
macro node (Figure 1B) provides the coordinates of the
vertices and the indices describing edges and faces
of an icosahedron. This description is converted into
geometric objects (a sphere for each vertex, a cylinder
for each edge, and triangles for the faces) which are
added to the viewer to visualize the icosahedron. The
“Scale Cage” node’s thumbwheel allows scaling of the
icosahedron. The viewer’s graphical user interface
(GUI) (Figure 6B) can then be used to define the color
and transparency of these geometric primitives.
Using this software component, we are able to dis-
play complete viral capsids while only storing in mem-
ory the molecules comprised in one asymmetric unit,
thus reducing the memory requirements by a factor of
60. This enables the computational representation on
commodity hardware of the largest viral capsids for
which atomic structures are available today, such as
the bluetongue virus. This particular virus contains a
total of 960 proteins comprising almost 3 millions
atoms in the entire capsid, while a single asymmetric
unit only contains 15 proteins comprising 49063 atoms.
Volume: A Software Component
for 3D Volumetric Data
The Volume software component implements low-level
support for handling 3D volumetric data such as elec-
trostatic fields or density maps obtained from experi-
ments such as X-ray crystallography or cryoEM. This
package defines the Grid3D object for representing
regular three-dimensional grids of scalar values. This
object stores information about the grid such as its ori-
gin, the extent of its dimensions, and the number of
grid points in each dimension, along with the actual 3D
array of values. The Grid3D object is implemented in
Python and uses Python’s numeric extension for effi-
ciently storing and manipulating the large 3D arrays of
values. Subclasses are available for the most often en-
countered data types (e.g., unsigned characters, short
integers, integers, floating point values, double
precision, etc.). Parsers are provided for a variety of
commonly used 3D volumetric data file formats (see
Table 1). All currently available parsers are implemented
in Python. For file formats supporting multiple data or-
ganizations, such as the CCP4 and the MRC file for-
mats, the parsers support all possible data organiza-
tions, although the C-style (i.e., the index of the third
dimension moves fastest and the index of the first di-
mension moves slowest) and FORTRAN-style (the op-
posite of C-style) data organizations are read muchmore efficiently by these parsers, as no explicit loop
over the data has to be implemented in the Python lan-
guage.
In addition to parsers, this software component pro-
vides objects to perform basic manipulations on 3D ar-
rays of values stored in the Grid3D objects, such as
mapping the data to a new range of values, performing
trilinear interpolations, subsampling, clipping and se-
lecting data values, etc. This functionality is exposed
to users in the visual programming environment Vision
through a library of computational nodes (Figure 2A).
Nodes in a Vision library are organized in categories.
The “Input” category of the volume library provides
nodes for parsing the volumetric data formats men-
tioned earlier. The nodes in the “Operators” category
perform basic operations on Grid3D objects. The nodes
in the “Mapper” category either receive a Grid3D object
as an input and transform it into another data type, or
receive some other data type and output a Grid3D ob-
ject. Finally, the “Filter” category provides nodes for se-
lecting data in specific regions of a grid. The region
used to select data can be specified using a “Region
Box” node (Figures 2B–2D) allowing choosing an octant
or one half of the volume, an axis aligned box (Figure
2E), one or more spheres (Figure 2F), or an arbitrary
mask (Figures 2G and 2H). A mask is a Grid3D object
containing 0 and 1 values. When selecting data in a grid
using a mask, only data in the regions where the mask
is not null will be kept. Mask arrays can currently be
created by using the “Threshold Mask” node on a grid
object to create a mask where the data is greater, less,
equal, or different from a user-specified value, or by
setting the mask to 1 inside an arbitrary set of spheres
(Figures 2F and 2H). The “logicOP” node performs logi-
cal operations on mask grids, enabling the creation of
complex masks such as the spherical slab shown in
Figure 2F.
For volumes describing crystallographic cells, the
Grid3D object also contains an instance of a Crystal
object. This object provides the edge lengths and an-
gles of the crystallographic cell, along with methods for
converting between cartesian and fractional coordi-
nates. These methods are used for the proper rendition
of iso-surfaces and grid bounding boxes for nonorthog-
onal volumes (Figure 2I). The “Orthogonalize” node al-
lows sampling a nonorthogonal grid onto an orthogo-
nal one.
This Vision Volume library provides a node for the
rapid calculation of iso-surfaces. All iso-surfaces
shown in this paper were computed using this node.
Direct volume rendering (Gelder and Kim, 1996) enables
the visualization of volumetric data without the need
for creating a polygonal geometry. A transfer function
associates an opacity and color to each value found in
the 3D dataset and the complete volume is rendered
by blending these opacity and colors along rays going
from the viewpoint through the volume. This technique
provides an interesting alternative to the iso-surfaces,
which can easily contain millions of polygons. On com-
puters supporting either paletted 3D textures or equ-
ipped with a programmable GPU, the Vision’s volume
library provides nodes for performing direct volume
rendering and for editing the transfer function (Figures
3F and 3D). The iso-contouring and volume rendering
Structure
452Table 1. Volumetric Data File Formats for which Parsers Are Currently Available
Binary C-style binary 3D array of data. Dimensions, data type, and byte order can be specified.
Delphi Electrostatic field file format produced by the Delphi program (Honig and Nicholls, 1995).
UHBD Electrostatic field file format produced by the UHBD program (Ilin et al., 1995).
AutoGrid AutoDock affinity grids (Morris et al., 1998).
BinaryRawiv Raw binary format with header (http://ccvweb.csres.utexas.edu/docs/data-formats/rawiv.html).
CCP4 CCP4 density map file format. All data organizations are supported.
MRC MRC density map file format. All data organizations are supported.
CNS/Xplor Xplor density map file format.
OpenDX Electrostatic potential produced by APBS (Holst et al., 2000).
SPIDER Electron microscopy 3D image stack (http://www.wadsworth.org/spider_doc/spider/docs/index.html).
BRIX Volumetric file format used by the macromolecular crystallographic modeling program O.nodes are based on libraries written in the C++ pro- p
sgramming language and developed in the Bajaj labora-
Etory at The University of Texas at Austin (Bajaj et al.,
g1996, 2002).
6The functionality currently available in the volume
bsoftware package provides the basic elements for
obuilding visualization tools useful for the presentation
tand analysis of experimental data such as density
amaps resulting from cryoEM experiments. The availabil-
tity of this functionality in the form of computational
nodes in the Vision environment facilitates their inter-
cactive combination and their integration with other
Pcomputational methods. Additional features are planed,
dincluding support for clipping data using boxes with an
Sarbitrary orientation relative to the data grid, and arbi-
atrary slicing planes. Python packages such as Numar-
fray (Greenfield, 2003) and SciPy (Oliphant, 2003) pro-
avide advanced numerical methods similar to those
ifound in IDL, Matlab, or Octave. These software pack-
ages are able to operate directly on the numeric arrays
rwe use to store the volumetric data, thus making it triv-
W
ial to extend the library with new nodes exposing filter-
a
ing operators, etc. This example illustrates how our b
approach can leverage other software components de-
veloped by the Python community. We are also working v
on creating higher-level user interfaces to networks o
performing common tasks. In these user interfaces, the d
underlying network will be hidden from the user, and e
only a subset of controls will be provided for specifying d
the input data and some of the parameters influencing s
the calculation or visualization. However, advanced us- F




DejaVu: An OpenGL-Based 3D Graphics t
Visualization Component
DejaVu is our OpenGL-based, platform-independent, v
general-purpose 3D geometry visualization compo- P
nent. It is written entirely in Python and defines classes i
describing objects such as Viewer, Camera, Light, Clip- a
pingPlane, ColorEditor, Geometry, etc. The Viewer class r
implements a fully fledged visualization application. It t
provides control over a large number of rendering w
parameters including user controllable depth-cueing; n
global anti-aliasing; perspective and orthographic pro- l
jection modes; multiple light sources; as well as per
geometry: rendering modes (points, lines, polygons, O
and outlined), shading modes (flat and Gouraud), cull- W
ing modes (back, front, and none), arbitrary clippinglanes, magic lenses that reveal the geometry only in-
ide the lens, blending functions for transparency, etc.
ach DejaVu Viewer object maintains a hierarchy of
eometric objects displayed in the Viewer’s GUI (Figure
B). Rendering attributes and 3D transformations can
e defined for any particular geometry in this hierarchy,
r can be inherited from a parent. A Viewer object con-
ains a virtual trackball object for rotating, translating,
nd scaling. This trackball can be bound to any geome-
ry, camera, light source, clipping plane, or texture.
DejaVu's set of geometry objects is extendable and
urrently includes: Polylines, IndexedPolylines, Indexed-
olygons, QuadStrips, TriangleStrips, Spheres, Cylin-
ers, Ellipsoids, Arcs3D, Arrows, Box, Points, Cross-
ets, and TextLabels. Such objects can be instantiated
nd added dynamically to a viewer. A list of 4 × 4 trans-
ormation matrices called “instance matrices” can be
ssigned to any objects in a DejaVu hierarchy causing
t to be drawn in multiple locations and orientations.
DejaVu’s functionality is exposed in the Vision envi-
onment by the 3D Visualization library (Figure 3A).
hen a Viewer node is added to a network, it creates
DejaVu Viewer object to which geometry objects can
e added.
Upon a redraw event, the hierarchy of objects is tra-
ersed and every object is asked to draw itself. Most
bjects compile OpenGL display lists to accelerate the
rawing process. However, it is possible for any geom-
try to be rendered in immediate mode (i.e., without the
isplay list). We have used this mechanism to create
pecial geometry objects for direct volume rendering.
or these objects, each redraw calls the object's dis-
lay function that either talks to a hardware-accel-
rated volume rendering board, or calls a C++ library
or 3D texture-based volume rendering. The visualiza-
ion of the electrostatic potential of superoxide dismu-
ase (Figure 3) illustrates this rendering technique.
DejaVu greatly facilitates the addition of advanced 3D
isualization capabilities to any application running a
ython interpreter. It is used as the 3D graphics engine
n all of our visualization applications and is under
ctive development. The latest additions include tiled
endering for rendering images at resolution larger than
he display’s resolution while using the graphics hard-
are acceleration and nonphotorealistic rendering (i.e.,
onshaded rendering augmented with silhouette out-
ines).
ther Software Components and Applications
e have developed several additional software compo-nents as Python packages (see Table 2). Some of these
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(A) The functionality of the Volume software component is exposed as a library of Vision nodes. (B) An example of a network using nodes
from the volume library. A density map for the N-omega viral capsid is read from a file in the CCP4 format. The upper-right-front octant of
the grid is selected (C) using a “RegionBox” node and the density values in this octant are overwritten with the value 0.0 by the “FillMapWith-
Box.” The resulting grid is iso-contoured and colored using a blue to red ramp by the “radialColoring” macro node (D). (E) Volume data can
be clipped using axis-aligned boxes. (F) Complex clipping masks can be created using logical operations on mask grids. Here, a mask grid
is computed for two spheres with the same center. The masks have value 1 inside the spheres and 0 outside. An XOR operation creates a
spherical slab mask with values 1 only in-between the 2 spheres. (H) A mask grid is computed for the union of a set of spheres, in this case
all atoms in the five copies of the asymmetric unit of the N-omega virus. Masks can be used to zero-out density on grids everywhere outside
the mask. (I) The edge lengths and angles of crystallographic cells are stored along with the 3D grid of data. This information is used to
properly render volumetric data crystallographic cells that are not orthogonal.
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(A) The 3D Visualization library exposes the functionality of the DejaVu component. The “Viewer” node provides a fully fledged OpenGL-
based 3D geometry renderer (F). (B) This network obtains a handle to the molecular surface of a molecule loaded in the PMV application,
reads an electrostatic potential calculated using APBS (Holst et al., 2000). The macro node “Map Pot On Geom” calculates points at a given
offset from the surface along the normal vector of each vertex of the surface. The potential is looked up at these points by the “triInterp”
node and mapped onto the surface using a red, white, and blue color map. The electrostatic grid is also volume rendered using the transfer
function shown in (D).components are written entirely in the Python program- d
tming language, while others use wrapper functions to
expose functionality implemented in C and C++ librar- t
Dies to the Python interpreter. Small amounts of Python
code are needed to glue these components together t
wand allow them to interoperate seamlessly with all
other components. m
(Most of these components have been developed in- Front-end to the Continuity simulation code, A. McCul-
Table 2. Python Packages Developed in Our Laboratory
Package Description
MolKit Read, write, and build hierarchical representation of molecular data structures.
ViewerFramework Visualization application template. Uses DejaVu for rendering 3D geometry.
PyBabel Reimplementation of Babel 1.6 (molecular file formats conversion). Supports assigning of atom type and
bond order, ring detection, Gasteiger charges, and protonation.
Mglutil Various packages containing mathematical functions, GUI widgets, etc.
FlexTree Provides hierarchical, high-level representations of molecular flexibility.
PyQslim Python wrapper of the polygonal mesh decimation library QSlim (Garland, 1999).
Mslib Python wrapper of the MSMS library (Sanner et al., 1996) for computing molecular surfaces.
Isocontour-UT Python wrapper of a C++ library for fast-iso-contouring (Bajaj et al., 1996).
SFF Python wrapper of a C-implementation of the AMBER Force Field (Simple Force Field).
SpatialLogic Python wrapper of a C library performing BSP-Tree-based CSG operations.
Gle Python wrapper of the GL Extrusion library (Vepstas, 1991)
The first five packages listed are platform independent (i.e., written entirely in Python).ependently of each other, which is a key design fea-
ure and makes them reusable in a broader context
han structural biology. For instance we have used
ejaVu to visualize evolutionary trees of protein muta-
ions (Stoffler et al., 2002). Similarly, the ViewerFrame-
ork component has been reused to develop a heart
odel viewer for visualizing cardiac simulation data
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(A) The PMV application is a fully-fledged molecular visualization environment.
(B) The architectural view of PMV. Note the number of software components that are also used in Vision (Figure 1I).loch, personal communication). These components are
the basic building blocks from which several domain-
specific applications have been developed. PMV (Fig-
ure 4A) is a molecule viewer built from the components
described above. It relies on the MolKit component for
reading, writing, querying, and representing molecules
in memory. PMV is extendable and provides support for
developing molecular visualization and manipulation
commands at a high level. PMV offers most features
available in standard molecular visualization applica-
tions as well as several unique features, including un-
limited undo, automatic logging of commands, Python-
based scripting, and the ability to bind any command
to mouse picking events. PMV currently has parsers for
PDB, MOL2, PQR, PDBQ, and PQDBQS file formats. An
mmCIF parser is under development and an XML
parser is planned. In PMV, every graphical representa-
tion of a molecule (i.e., DejaVu geometry objects) is
connected to the molecule it represents. This feature
enables PMV commands to operate on partial geome-
tries corresponding to molecular fragments such as
chains, or lists of amino acids or atoms, for instance.
The most innovative aspect of PMV is that it is built
from reusable software components (Figure 4B). PMV
forms a generic platform for developing graphical front-
ends to computational methods dealing with molecules.AutoDockTools (ADT) is an example of specializing
PMV to create a graphical front-end to the automated
docking code AutoDock. ADT leads the user through
the preparation of input files, helps launch AutoDock
calculations, and provides tools for visualizing and ana-
lyzing the results of these calculations. PMV, ADT, and
Vision have been distributed to over 9000 scientists
around the world.
Applications
In this section, several examples are used to demon-
strate how the software components described above
are combined to visualize large macromolecular as-
semblies.
A Simple Visualization of a Large Viral Capsid
The goal of this first example is to build and display a
low-resolution representation of the complete capsid of
the bluetongue virus. We start by loading the 15 coat
proteins composing this asymmetric unit of the viral
capsid (2btv.pdb) into PMV (Figures 5A and 5B). A sin-
gle molecule containing 15 chains (i.e., one for each
protein subunit) is created in PMV. Using the PMV com-
mand “colorByChains” we assign different colors to the
line representation of each protein. Since PMV currently
has no command for automatically building low-resolu-
tion representations of molecular shapes, we start the
Structure
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(A and B) The 15 proteins of the asymmetric unit are loaded into PMV, displayed as lines, and colored by chain (each protein subunit is stored
as a chain in the pdb file). (C) The Vision network to compute the low-resolution surface of the asymmetric unit shown in (F). This surface is
obtained by blurring atoms onto a grid and computing an iso-surface. The surface is translucent, showing the line representation of the
proteins behind the mesh. The surface has been connected to the underlying atoms by the network shown in (C). The PMV command
“colorByChains” was used to colorize the surface by protein subunit. (G) The full capsid is generated, duplicating the geometry shown in (F)
60 times. The transformation matrices are provided by the “Icosahedral1” node from the “SymServ” library. The surfaces have been colored
by instance in (G) (i.e., one color per copy) using PMV’s “colorByInstance” command. (H) An example of encapsulating a network into a
macro node and creating a high-level graphical user interface. The network shown in (C) was placed inside the macro node named “Blur AS”
and a panel was created to expose the blurring resolution parameter. A molecule chooser node was added to allow selecting the molecule
for which to compute a low-level representation. The Vision environment and its networks can be hidden, leaving only this simplified user
interface visible to the user.Vision environment (Figure 5C) to build a computational s
snetwork for creating such a representation. Vision can
be started in PMV using the check-button labeled “vi- “ion” in the PMV button bar (Figure 5D). When Vision is
tarted from PMV, a special library of nodes called
Pmv” is created to expose Python objects from the
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Molecules loaded into PMV will automatically appear
as nodes under the “Molecules” category in this library.
Dragging and dropping the “2btv” node from this library
onto the canvas provides a handle to this particular
molecule in the Vision environment. The “Gaussian
Blur” node from the Volume library allows accumulating
Gaussian distributions placed on atoms. We use the
“Select Node” from the MolKit library to transform the
molecule output by the 2btv node into a list of atoms,
which is then fed into blurring node. The Thumbwheel
node controls the blurring of the atoms by setting the
grid spacing and the half width of the Gaussian distri-
bution. The result of the blurring operation is a Grid3D
object, which is handed to an iso-contouring node. This
node computes an iso-surface for a user-specified con-
tour value and outputs the surface as lists of 3D verti-
ces, triangular faces indices, and normal vectors.
These lists are converted into a DejaVu surface geome-
try object by the “IndexedPolygons” node. This ge-
ometry object can be displayed in any DejaVu Viewer.
In this example, we add the surface geometry to the
“PmvViewer” from the Pmv library in order to display
the surface in the viewer used by PMV to display its
molecules. Because of the coarse resolution of the grid
used in this example (6 angstroms spacing), the surface
is made of less than 10,000 triangles, which are easily
displayed using today’s graphics hardware.
A second branch of the network is used to bind the
iso-surface to the molecule. PMV has a command for
efficiently finding the closest atom for each vertex of
any given geometry. To invoke this command in our net-
work, we use the Pmv node to obtain a handle to the
PMV application. The “Choose Cmd” node discovers
dynamically all commands currently loaded in PMV
through introspection of the PMV application. We use
this node to select the “bindGeomToMolecule” com-
mand and pass it to a “Run Command” node from the
Pmv library. This node renames itself after the PMV
command it represents. Using introspection on the
command, it detects the signature of the command
(i.e., the arguments that can be given to the command
and their default values), and configures itself to ex-
pose these arguments as input ports. For arguments
that have a default value, the node automatically gener-
ates appropriate widgets (e.g., dials for floating point
and integer values, check-buttons for Booleans, entry
fields for strings, etc.) and binds them to the corre-
sponding input port. In the case of the bindGeomTo-
Molecule command, only two arguments have no de-
fault value. These arguments are the geometry to be
bound and the list of atoms to be used for binding the
geometry. Values for these two arguments can be pro-
vided to the node through input ports on the node.
Connecting the iso-surface geometry to the second in-
put port and the list of all atoms in the asymmetric unit
to the third input port of the node triggers the execution
of the node and of the PMV command.
Any PMV command can be incorporated into a Vision
network using this mechanism. After the bindGeomTo-
Molecule command has completed, it is possible to op-
erate on the iso-surface geometry using PMV com-
mands. For example in Figure 5F we have colored the
surface using the same colorByChains command usedinitially to color the line representation of the molecule,
but this time we applied it to the polygonal surface.
Similarly, we could use PMV’s display command to se-
lectively show or hide parts of the surface correspond-
ing to selections of atoms. Obviously, this binding is
somewhat arbitrary at the atomic level; however it is
meaningful at coarser levels, such as the amino acid-,
secondary structure-, or chain-level. Although any sub-
set of atoms could be used to bind a geometry object
to a molecule, we chose to bind the geometry to all
atoms for the sake of simplicity of the network.
Finally, to obtain a complete capsid (Figure 5G) we
need to display 60 copies of the computed iso-surface,
organized according to an icosahedral symmetry. The
60 transformation matrices defining such an arrange-
ment are provided by the “Icoshadral1” macro node
from the SymServer library. These matrices are set as
instance matrices for the iso-surface geometry using
the “Set Instances” node. The surfaces in Figure 5G are
colored by instance (i.e., one color for each copy) using
PMV’s “colorByInstance” command which was invoked
through PMV’s menu of commands.
If this particular graphical representation of the cap-
sid is deemed useful, the network for creating it for any
icosahedral viral capsid can be encapsulated into a
macro node (Figure 5H) and added to a library for later
use. A new macro node can be created through the Edit
pull down menu in Vision, and nodes can be placed
inside the macro by cut and paste operation on se-
lected nodes. For this network, all nodes except for the
molecule (i.e., the 2btv node) would be placed inside
the macro and the input port of the Select Nodes node
exposed as an input port of the macro node. A user-
interface panel for exposing parameters controllable by
the user can also be created, and widgets from nodes
in the network can be moved to this panel. In the exam-
ple shown in Figure 5H, the thumbwheel controlling the
resolution of the blurring operation has been moved to
the user panel. We also added a Pmv node and a
“choose Molecule” node to allow the user to pick a
molecule for which to compute this representation. We
can move the molecule selection widget from the
Choose Molecule node to the user interface panel.
Once such a simplified user interface is created, the
Vision environment and the network can be hidden
completely from users.
Refining the Representation to Gain Flexibility
in the Visualization
The capsid of the bluetongue virus is made of an inner
shell containing the protein subunits “A” and “B,” and
an outer shell containing the 13 other protein subunits.
Blurring the individual proteins and computing a sepa-
rate surface for each of them provides more flexibility
for the visualization of the assembly.
The network shown in Figure 6A creates such a rep-
resentation. The two “GeomContainer” nodes are used
to create the “inner Shell” and “outer Shell” objects in
the DejaVu geometry hierarchy (Figure 6B). These
nodes will serve as parents in the DejaVu hierarchy of
objects for the low-resolution surfaces generated for
the individual proteins. The two Select Nodes extract
the proteins of the inner shell (i.e., chains A and B),
and the proteins of the outer shell (i.e., the 13 other
chains). These lists of chains are each fed into “blur
Structure
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These networks and representations are discussed in the application section of the paper.chains” macro nodes (Figure 6C). This macro iterates 2
rover a list of chains and for each one creates a pseudo
density map and computes an iso-surface. The “Chain_
t%s” node is an “Eval” node from the Standard library
used to create a unique name for the surface of each r
dsubunit. The inner and outer shell geometry objects are
each passed into one of the blurring macros and are m
tused to make each iso-surface a child of the right con-
tainer object. After executing the network, the inner and a
bouter shell containers will have been added under thebtv node in the DejaVu hierarchy (Figure 6B) and will
espectively contain 2 and 13 children geometry.
Note that in this network, we have chosen to apply
he 60 transformation matrices to the container objects
ather than the individual surfaces (Figure 6A, Icosahe-
ral1 node). These transformation matrices are auto-
atically inherited by the children geometry of the con-
ainers. The hierarchical nesting of geometry objects
llows a user to instantly show or hide a particular shell
y selecting a container object in the DejaVu Hierarchy
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found in the pull down menu named “Current Geom
Properties” (Figure 6B). Having individual geometry ob-
jects for each protein also enables altering of the visual
representation of all symmetry-related copies of a par-
ticular protein (visible or not, solid rendering or lines,
color, transparency, etc.). All these controls are avail-
able in the viewer’s GUI (Figure 6B). Examples of pos-
sible representations are given in Figures 6D–6F.
A “Split” node can be used to extract a subset of
the transformation matrices (Figure 6G). This node can
extract any number of matrices and output them on
separate ports. In the example shown in Figure 6G, the
five first matrices from the stream, corresponding to a
pentamer in the capsid, are extracted and output on
the second port while the remaining 55 matrices are
output on the first port. Figure 6I shows the result of
using only the 55 matrices, while in Figure 6H, the five
extracted matrices are used as instance matrices on
the secondary structure geometry.
The models shown in Figures 6 draw interactively at
frame rates ranging from 2 to 20 frames per second,
depending on the rendering modes (i.e., lines versus
shaded, monochrome versus colored, etc.) on a Dell
Linux desktop workstation with an nVidia Quadro FX
1000/AGP graphics card and 2 MB of memory. We also
built and displayed these models on a Sony laptop run-
ning windows XP with 1 MB of memory and a Radeon
7000 graphics card. On this machine, update rates
were somewhat lower because the graphics card is
less powerful. A key element of our approach is the
flexibility provided to adapt the complexity of the model
to the available computational resources. Frame rates
can easily be increased by simplifying the geometry.
Alternative Low-Resolution Surfaces
It is trivial to replace the part of the network performing
the blurring of the atoms and computing the iso-sur-
face by an “MSMS” node from the MolKit library, which
computes a molecular surface using the MSMS library
(Sanner et al., 1996). While these surfaces provide a
much more accurate description of the shape and inter-
faces of the proteins in the capsid, even with very low
density of surface points, the number of triangles in
these surfaces rapidly overwhelms the capabilities of
graphics hardware. Molecular surfaces calculated for
each protein in an asymmetric unit at densities 0.5, 1.0,
and 3.0 contain a total of 434,000; 636,000; and 1.55
million triangles, respectively. When duplicated 60
times, these numbers range from 16 to 93 million trian-
gles. Such a large number of triangles cannot be ren-
dered interactively with today’s graphics hardware.
However, great advances have been made recently in
the field of mesh simplification and several efficient al-
gorithms for decimating meshes while preserving cer-
tain characteristics such as genus, topology, and shape
have become available. We have wrapped the QSlim
library (Garland, 1999) which allows the efficient deci-
mation of meshes and properties. Figure 7 shows a
comparison of original MSMS surfaces, QSlim-deci-
mated surfaces, and blurred densities iso-surfaces for
protein subunits A and B. The MSMS surfaces in the
top row are calculated using a probe radius of 1.5 Å
and a density of 3.0 and 0.5 vertices per Å2, respec-
tively (Figures 7.1 and 7.2). The MSMS surfaces com-puted for a density of 3.0 were decimated using QSlim
to 10% (Figure 7.3) and 1% (Figure 7.4) of their original
number of triangles. The Gaussian blur method was ap-
plied to the two subunits with a grid spacing of 2.48
and iso-contoured at a level of 1.0 (Figure 7.5) and 5.0
(Figure 7.6). Finally, pseudo density maps were calcu-
lated for a grid spacing of 6 Å and iso contoured at a
level of 1.0 (Figure 7.7) and 5.0 (Figure 7.8).
The number of triangles in the MSMS surfaces can-
not be reduced to a manageable count using only the
vertex density parameter in the MSMS calculation. The
decimation algorithm allows drastic reduction of the
number of triangles while maintaining a good accuracy
of the shape. The blurred surfaces smooth out details
which seem to be better retained in the decimated mo-
lecular surfaces, suggesting that decimated molecular
surfaces could provide more accurate representations
of molecular interfaces. The blurred surfaces, however,
provide visually appealing surfaces at very low resolu-
tions. Finding the best representation for different
purposes is an open research question which we plan
to investigate. We feel that the ability to easily switch
from one representation to another and explore new
ones is a great advantage. The goal here was to il-
lustrate the ease with which such comparisons are
made possible in the described modular and compo-
nent-based software environment.
Software Availability
All the software described in this paper is freely avail-
able for download at http://www.scripps.edu/~sanner/
software. Several components (DejaVu, MolKit, Pmv,
symserv, AutoDockTools, etc.) have already been dis-
tributed to over 9000 users. More recent components
such as the Volume package have only become avail-
able in our latest release. Since this code is under con-
stant development, some features described in this pa-
per are more recent than the last release available
online. However, our latest distribution contains CVS
entries allowing any package to be updated directly
from our CVS source tree. Instructions for updating the
components are available at our software distribution
web site. After installing our latest release and updating
all components, all the functionality described in this
paper is available.
All of our software components are free for academic
use. A small subset of the components have restric-
tions for commercial applications. We offer two soft-
ware bundles on our download site: the academic bun-
dle, which contains all the components; and the
commercial bundle which is stripped of the compo-
nents with restrictions for commercial applications.
Only functionality relying on the missing components is
disabled in the free commercial bundle.
Conclusion
We have presented several software components and
discussed specific features in these packages that are
relevant to the visualization of large molecular assem-
blies. In particular, we have demonstrated (1) exploita-
tion of symmetry information for efficiently representing
molecules in memory, while retaining the ability to change
the visual representation of any symmetry-related copy
Structure
460Figure 7. Variations on Molecular Shapes
Surfaces computed using different methods are shown for subunits A (molecule on the left) and B (molecule in the right) of the bluetongue
viral capsid. The upper row shows molecular surfaces computed using MSMS with densities of 3.0 (7.1) and 0.5 (7.2). The surfaces calculated
with density 3.0 have been decimated to have 10% (7.3) and 1% (7.4) of their original triangle count. Blurred pseudo-densities were calculated
for a grid spacing of 2.48 (7.5 and 7.6) and iso-contoured at level 1.0 in Figure 7.5 and 5.0 in Figure 7.6. In figures 7.7 and 7.8, iso-surfaces
of pseudo densities calculated for a grid spacing of 6.0 were iso-contoured at levels 1.0 in (7.7) and 5.0 in (7.8).
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461of a protein in the capsid; (2) variations of simplified
graphical representations of the assembly based on
pseudo-density maps, and decimated molecular sur-
faces; (3) mechanisms for organizing the geometric ob-
jects in the capsid in a logical manner which facilitates
user interaction with the graphical representation; and
(4) the integration of low-resolution representations into
the PMV molecular visualization environment enabling
the inspection and visualization of molecular interac-
tions at an atomic level of detail. In addition, we have
described a highly flexible software environment built
from software components. This environment enables
the exploration of novel representations for large as-
semblies by interactively combining software compo-
nents and the functionality they provide into computa-
tional networks. We have demonstrated the use of this
environment for exploring possible representations of
large biological assemblies and for capturing success-
ful approaches and exposing them with a user-friendly
interface to biologists. We plan to use the described
software to explore and compare multiresolution repre-
sentations of molecular shapes and properties, to iden-
tify effective mechanisms for navigating through these
complex assemblies, to determine classes of generally
useful representations, and to encapsulate them into
easy-to-use commands.
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